Menu is well known for minimalist design, so the stripped-back aesthetic of its Afteroom chair is no surprise. Lightweight but sturdy, its powder-coated stainless-steel frame is available in three colours. Priced £219 at Amara. The Snaregade table is also by Menu.

Go against the grain and team up a wooden dining table with chairs in a different material. Slice by Normann Copenhagen will set you back £1680 at Houseology.

Looking for the shape of things to come? Yago by Belfakto rewrites the rules with its gently angled interlocking frame. It is available in two sizes and handmade in solid wood. Price on application at Domicilio Furnishings.

British architect David Chipperfield collaborated with e15 to create the Fayland dining table and Fawley bench, priced from £4585 and £1935 respectively. Steal e15’s style and throw Stefan Diez’s Houdini chairs, priced from £595 each, into the mix. All pieces are available at Viaduct.

Wine and dine

Entertain in style with this fabulous selection of tables and chairs

Hidden brackets support the marble top of Achille Castiglioni’s Tavolo ’95 table for De Padova, from £6500, so it looks as though it is floating. The cool marble has been offset by the comfort of Patrick Norguet’s upholstered Chesto chair, £995, also from De Padova.

British architect David Chipperfield collaborated with e15 to create the Fayland dining table and Fawley bench, priced from £4585 and £1935 respectively. Steal e15’s style and throw Stefan Diez’s Houdini chairs, priced from £595 each, into the mix. All pieces are available at Viaduct.
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